ACROSS
1  A hundred demand applause (7)
5  Marine animal to be parasitic (6)
9  Still time for competition (5)
10 Bring back control to the land (9)
11 Article about foolhardy punishment (9)
12 Right oven for Sunday joint (5)
13 Sap risen? Sort of (5)
15 Sooner than expected coming round home with serious intent (9)
17 Down part of the media indeed (9)
19 After work is time to see musical drama (5)
21 Force in certain strong forward movement (5)
22 Gradually sounding calm before dinner, perhaps (9)
24 Large bird rarely seen on the course (9)
25 Calm sailor dined (5)
26 Discovers pupil is making money (6)
27 ‘Snake’ in present imperfect (7)

DOWN
1  Accomplice has a chance to repent, initially (7)
2  Shout hurrah for revolutionary leader with some hesitation (5)
3  Craftsman finds it a strain, perhaps (7)
4  Awful crime, to a smaller extent cruel (9)
5  Cheat good man with bad gin (5)
6  Old boy has to attend to customers, see (7)
7  Eager aunt arranged security (9)
8  Landowners have information on test (6)
14 Almost see Bible story can be pulled apart (9)
16 Compensates, and changes gear (9)
17 December initially is month for consternation (6)

18 Person who crosses German prince (7)
19 Love to write music outside (4-3)
20 Terrible lament about one who has illness (7)
22 Devout Penny has debts (5)
23 Transport from Edinburgh, initially, behind time (5)